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Salt ‘n’ Sauce 
A sprinkle of what is happening on the food scene this autumn

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Mrs Bite is not usually a fan of flavoured 
water (it often includes sugar and the real 
stuff tastes great) but I do like gut-friendly 
foods so decided to give a local Edinburgh 
company the benefit of the doubt. ió fibre 
water is the first product from The Prebiotic 
Company Ltd. The water incorporates 
chicory root fibre which has good gut 
bacteria and each bottle has 100% of your 
recommended daily intake of prebiotic fibre.
More info at iofibrewater.co.uk

Leading UK juice brand The Berry Company 
has announced the launch of its new Green Tea 
and Blueberry juice blend with Aronia and Juniper 
extract. The latest variety will add to the brand’s 
rapidly growing portfolio of unique, exotic and 
flavourful juices, including the likes of white tea 
peach with moringa and lemon; acai berry with 
raspberry and yerba mate; and pomegranate with 
Aronia and rosehip. The green tea extract carries subtle earthy and herbal flavour notes, while 
the blueberries offer a milder taste, adding a distinctive clean finish to the blend. The juice 
also combines hints of exotic Aronia berries (also known as chokeberries) and Juniper berries 
which are tart and juicy. It’s lovely!

Iain Baxter, a former senior executive in the 
whisky industry, has been announced as the 
new Chief Executive of industry leadership 
body, Scotland Food & Drink. Iain will 
take over from James Withers who, in May 
this year, announced his departure after 11 
years at the helm of the organisation.

 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

eteaket’s famous Pumpkin Chai has 
returned for autumn, with worldwide delivery. 
Built on a base of black tea, this delicious 
blend features real pumpkin pieces and 
pumpkin seeds giving the tea a silky, smooth 
autumnal finish. Combined with a liberal 
sprinkling of spices including cinnamon, 
ginger and cloves, this seasonal drink can 
be enjoyed in many different ways, from tea, 
chai latte, white hot chocolate and baked 
treats. 
Shop online @ 
www.eteaket.co.uk/shop/pumpkin-chai/ 
or in-store @ eteaket Tea Room 
41 Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Feragaia, the authentic alcohol-free spirit, has 
completed the construction of the first working alcohol-
free distillery in Glenrothes, Fife. The distillery will 
be dedicated to the brand’s refreshing alcohol-free 
spirit, unifying innovative infrastructure with traditional 
distillation techniques to bring together 14 botanicals 
from the land and the sea. The distillery will follow 
stringent environmental policies and will facilitate 
enhanced measurement of the chemical and waste-
free manufacturing process to create as circular a 
business as possible. It will further ground Feragaia’s 
commitment to local sourcing and production, bringing 
more business opportunities to the Fife area, with new 
job roles being created as a result.

Edinburgh Cocktail Week, the UK’s 
biggest cocktail festival, has revealed all 
120 Signature Cocktails along with its full 
2022 programme that includes 21 pop-up 
bars in the Cocktail Village, an exciting 
new rooftop ‘Mirror Mirror Bar’, headline 
music acts and a programme of experiential 
events including a futuristic Dramming in 
the Dark space, Cocktail & Comedy Nights 
and Ball Pit & Cocktail experiences. The 
10-day festival takes place across the city 
from Friday 7th – Sunday 16th of October 
and you can find more information online at 
www.edinburghcocktailweek.co.uk

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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If you are lucky enough to live 
in East Lothian you can now get 
premium delicious ice-cream 
delivered to your door from new 
business loveicecream.biz. 
Choose from premium real dairy 
ice-cream, super low fat dairy 
ice-cream or sorbets. 
More info at 
https://scottish-froats.co.uk

Obituary  
This is the second tribute to a member of the team at Bite I have had to write 
since the magazine’s inception in 2003. Other people in the hospitality trade 
have sadly passed away too but it is with the very deepest sadness that I write 
of the sudden passing of our unique and valued designer for many years, 
Donna Earl. 

Putting this issue together has been a challenge. Donna and I were like an old 
married couple when it came to Bite. We spoke to each other in shorthand and 
knew each other’s strengths and foibles. Donna was my wing woman and I will 
miss her very much. 

The Bite team sends the deepest condolences to her friends and family. We 
cannot imagine what you are going through. 
Rest in peace dearest Donna.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Byron Burger has launched, what the company says, is its most exciting new burger and beer 
to date, the Korean inspired Gochubang Burger and Yokai Beer. The burger consists of a sweet 
chilli and gochujang coated, buttermilk fried chicken breast,, topped with homemade Byron 
slaw, drizzled with a Korean style hot sauce mayo and finished with sweet pickles, all encased 
in a soft bun. And, much like the Korean banchan (side dishes, typically fermented or pickled, 
meant to enhance the flavour of the main dish), this tongue-tingling burger is served with a pot 
of spicy marinated cucumbers on the side!

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Congratulations to Kahani restaurant in Edinburgh for 
winning the special recognition award at the Scottish 
Curry Awards 2022, which took place earlier this year. 
Read our review on page 10. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •



8 Review: KORA by Tom Kitchin 
Fresh Roots

The name KORA symbolises new 
beginnings and in Greek mythology is 
the name for the  ‘goddess of flowers, 
vegetation and spring’. Post-covid, it is an 
apt name for Tom Kitchin’s recently opened 
Bruntsfield restaurant and the name’s 
inherent freshness also reflects Kitchin’s 
nature-to-plate philosophy. 
 
Eleonore and I duck inside one showery 
autumn evening and are greeted by the 
general manager Greig Munro. We admire 
the beautiful decor; a palette of shades 
of green with glinting, polished copper 
accents and honeycomb-shaped tiles 
as we take our seats. Nature in the form 
of leaves and vegetables is depicted in 
prints on the walls as a nod to the menu of 
foraged, local and seasonal produce. 
 
The menu features Ayrshire pork, foraged 
ceps, Borders grouse, Inverurie Ox tongue, 
Loch Fyne oysters, and Middleby plums 
- Greig tells us Middleby is a street in 
Musselburgh where Chef Director Dominic 
Jack lives.
 
There are also bar snacks and my eye is 
caught by the Tempura Broccoli with an 
Asian Dressing. Green spears have been 
dusted with a light batter and Eleonore 
notes the creaminess where the tempura 
sticks to the veg. The fruity dressing cuts 
through the batter and the clever addition of 
coriander adds sparky freshness. Even this 
modest dish showcases the talent of Chef 
James Chapman and the team.
 
After much debate about the runners and 
riders, Eleonore chooses Day Boat Squid, 
local girolles, ceps, and savoury, cured 

pork for her starter. The mollusc is curled from 
the pan and tender, the mushrooms are meaty; 
the texture and flavour of both are balanced 
by the salty pig. Each of my Hand-dived 
Orkney Scallops à la Grenobloise are a mini 
meal of caramelised sweet bivalve, soft cubed 
potatoes drenched in beurre noisette and 
capers and lemon for a splash of sharpness. 
 
For the main course, Eleonore is tempted by 
the Globe Artichoke, Strathdon Blue Cheese, 
and Hollandaise sauce. We don’t know of 
any other restaurant serving such a dish in 
Edinburgh and are intrigued. Unfortunately, it 
doesn’t  deliver as the sauce is too heavy and 
overpowers the vegetable. 

Floating Island
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Across the table, I have Braised Highland 
Wagyu topside, Free Company beetroot, 
green peppercorn sauce, and Koffmann’s 
skinny fries. The meat has been pulled and 
then compressed and the result is a rich, 
flavoursome affair. Elenore notes that the 
mound of sweet beetroot tastes like ketchup. 
The fries and sauce make the dish très 
français. Superbe!
 
Much of our Kitchin experience has us rolling 
our eyes in pleasure. Not least the wines, 
many interesting ones are sold by the glass. 
For dessert, we share Floating Island aka 
Iles Flottante. Squidgy marshmallow textured 
Italian meringue in a cool pool of Crème 
Anglaise is divine.
 

Restaurant & Bar

By the time we leave, the restaurant is full 
to the brim with folk enjoying the convivial 
atmosphere and fine food. 
 
It looks like KORA has already established 
firm neighbourhood roots. (S. Wilson)
 
KORA by Tom Kitchin, 14-17 Bruntsfield 
Place, Edinburgh, EH10 4HN - 

Open 4 days a week, Thursday - Sunday, 
serving lunch and dinner, as well as light bar 
plates.



10 Review: Kahani Indian Street Food

A Scottish love of spicy food does not 
start and stop with haggis. Chicken Tikka 
Masala was invented in Glasgow in 
the nineteen sixties and according to a 
Scotsman interview in 2012, Mohammed 
Khushi spotted a market for curry following 
the India/Pakistan partition in 1947 as 
many Indian students arrived in Scotland. 
He started a restaurant in Edinburgh with 
just six dishes on the menu. To attract 
Scottish and Indian appetites he included 
mince ‘n’ tattie curry and lamb curry. 
 
More recently, Khushi’s on Antigua Street 
has been reborn as the brightly decorated 
Kahani (note the telephone number ends 
1947) and Old School Lamb Curry is still on 
the menu. When I meet my friend Eleonore 
for dinner one Wednesday evening, I 
am intrigued to try this heritage dish and 
discover it is the perfect combination of 
tender meat, heat, and flavour. The lamb 
is served in a rich gravy and the pilau is 
turmeric yellow with each grain separated. 
I am only disappointed that I can’t scrape 
the handi clean of its contents but we have 
already indulged in nibbles and starters. 
I am impressed, however, that the waiter 
offers a ‘doggy bag’, which is a great way 
of reducing food waste.
 
Rewind to those nibbles. Complimentary 
poppadoms’, blistered crispy, plus 
chutneys, raitas and pickles whet our 
appetites. Their vibrant colours and 
differing textures see us scooping up 
hungry mouthfuls. Wine is our libation of 
choice and a USP of Kahani is that it is 
BYOB with no corkage charge, making this 
restaurant cost-of-living friendly. 
 

For starters, we share the Triple Platter 
comprising Aloo and Chana Chaat, Chicken 
Pakora and Chilli Squid. We both agree, 
the chicken is ultra-juicy and enjoyable 
and we both like the potato and chickpea 
dish; legumes are cooked to just the right 
consistency and the soft potatoes absorb 
the sauce. The squid, however, divides us. 
Eleanore thinks the batter is too heavy for 
the mollusc whereas I find the crispy bites 
moreish. 
 
Eleanore’s main course is from the grill; 
Tandoori King Prawn with the prawns 
marinated in mustard, fresh green chillies, 
ginger and garlic. They are big, juicy and nicely 
charred. For desserts, we have the national 
dish of India - Gulab Jamun. Soft, warm and 
syrupy with a scoop of ice cream this is a 
sweet, cardamom-perfumed, light finale to our 
spicy meal. 
 
Kahani is an old-school Indian restaurant 
where you will find a wide range of dishes 
to suit all tastes. It is located centrally and 
just five minutes from The Playhouse and 
St James Quarter. The 75-seater makes it 
ideal for any size of dinner or party and there 
are excellent vegan and vegetarian options, 
meaning everyone can enjoy a full-on Indian 
feast. Moreover, it has recently been awarded 
the Winners of the Special Recognition Award 
at the Scottish Curry Awards 2022 
 
One for the Christmas party? (S. Wilson)
 
Kahani Indian Street Food - 
11 Antigua Street, Edinburgh, EH1 3NH - 
0131 558 1947
Opening hours: Sun -Thurs 12 noon – 10 pm, 
Fri 12:00 pm – 11:00 pm, Sat 12:00 pm – 11:00 
pm, Sun 12:00 pm – 10:00 pm
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Tandoori Prawns

Triple Platter Starter

Old School Lamb Curry



12 Review: The Garden Bistro
A botanical setting for a food and gin pairing

Roots
Edinburgh Gin has come a long way from 
its humble beginnings being made in a 
shed in Inverkeithing, Fife by Alex Nicol 
and his wife Jane in 2010. Alex had a 
background at drinks giant Diageo though 
and by 2017 John Lewis wanted to stock 
the gin in every store. Spencerfield Spirits, 
the umbrella company that Edinburgh Gin 
was part of, was sold by Alex and Jane 
to Ian MacLeod distillers and they lived 
happily ever after.
 

The Juniper Revolution
Edinburgh Gin was one of the pioneering 
craft gin makers who exploited a change in 
legislation. The Gin Act of 1751 had been 
brought in to regulate small operators who 
fueled ‘the gin craze’ depicted in Hogarth’s 
famous cartoons:
 
“The rise of British gin was boosted in 2009 
when Sipsmith, based in west London, won a 
two-year legal battle with HMRC for the right 
to produce gin in small quantities rather than 
on an industrial scale,” wrote The Telegraph 
in 2016.
 
The juniper revolution had begun.
 
Provenance
The movement for craft drinks paralleled that 
of food. Provenance, and the story around 
it, became a pivotal marketing tool which 
continues to fascinate. When I attend an 
Edinburgh Gin tasting at The Garden Bistro 
in Saughton Park, our cocktails and dishes 
are garnished and made with ingredients 
grown a few metres away.
 
The park is a beautiful 34-acre space which 
includes a rose garden, statues, sundial, 
bandstand, hothouses, and a skate park. The 
bistro café is mostly glass so you can enjoy 
the horticultural setting in all its splendour. A 
real gem.
 
1670
Philip Kingscott, Experiential Ambassador 
for Edinburgh Gin, curates our evening and 
we begin with a G&T made with 1670 Gin. 
The garnish is basil, which teases out the 
green flavours of this gin. It is a collaboration 

The Garden Bistro - 1670 Gin & Tonic



13between Edinburgh Gin and the chief 
botanist at The Royal Botanic Gardens and 
weighs in at a hefty 43% abv. The G&T is top 
drawer and The Garden Bistro team serves 
us a delicious plate of Asparagus & Wild 
Rocket Arancini and sweet chilli dressing.
 
The Edinburgh Gin website is hyper-
commercial and sales-focused, whereas 
Philip is a knowledgeable and entertaining 
storyteller. There is a dash of stand-up in 
his presentation and when I learn about his 
background in theatre I am not surprised. 
 
Charcuterie
A Sliced Charcuterie Plate is our second 
course and it is my favourite. Meat, juicy 
olives, piquant cornichons, hummus and 
crostini served on a slate are paired with 
Edinburgh Gin Gooseberry & Elderflower 
Spritzer. Mediterranean food meets a 
Scottish summer garden.
 
Seaside Gin
Seaside Gin, as with the 1670 and 
Elderflower and Gooseberry, is a London Dry 
gin distinguished by key botanicals coriander 
and angelica. ‘Seaside’ was born from a 
collaboration with Heriot-Watt University and 
makes a fab Dirty Martini. Its savoury, saline 
profile has been judged well to accompany 
Smoked Salmon, caper berries, lime crème 
fraiche and artisan bread.
 
The port of Leith
Philip continues his education between 
courses and we now know how the history 
of Edinburgh is entwined with that of gin. 
James Lind conducted the first clinical trial 
by adding citrus to the spirit to prevent 
scurvy, pioneering botanist John Hope, the 
port of Leith; all have their place.
 

Finale
When we get to a Chicken Liver Parfait, 
pear chutney, Arran oatcakes paired with an 
Edinburgh Gin Poached Pear & Rhubarb 
Daiquiri, spirits are high and we leave 
having enjoyed a summer evening sampling 
the finest gins and food. (S. Wilson) 

 
The Garden Bistro
Located in Saughton Rose Gardens - 
60B Ford’s Rd, Edinburgh, EH11 3HR

More info and events online
www.thegardenbistro.co.uk

Charcuterie Plate,
 Gooseberry and Elderberry Gin Spritzer
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Review: Commons Club Edinburgh
Immaculate conception

The new Virgin hotel, at the former registry 
office in iconic Victoria street, is a flagship 
example of what can be achieved when 
re-imagining a historic building. Respect 
for heritage, a sense of fun and attention to 
detail are hallmarks of Phase One of what 
will be a more extensive development.

Stonework and floors have been unearthed 
and given new life. A wood-panelled 
warren of rooms, characteristic of the old 
town, includes displays of eclectic art so 
a wander doubles as an art tour. And, as 
you meander, you happen upon individual 
spaces accented with features in Virgin 
scarlet such as stair-carpets, walls and a 
faux Veuve Cliquot fire extinguisher. A room 
of glass, mirrors, and foliage gives a view 
of a tenement building soaring up from 
the Cowgate. Then there is the circular 
roof oculus, below which sits Sir Richard 
Branson’s suite, a quirky library, an outre 

crimson ‘party prosecco room’ and a classy, 
comfortable bar is to the left as you step into 
the hotel.

Liz and I scrutinise the wine and cocktail list in 
the bar. Wines are served in 125 ml and 175 
ml glasses plus half-carafes and bottles range 
from the affordable to high rollers. Charles 
Smith Band of Roses 2020 is described as 
‘pale and interesting, probably went to art 
school’.

Thoughtful curation is a theme which extends 
to all the menus. 

We eat in the open kitchen area of the 
Commons Club restaurant watching Executive 
Chef Steven Wilson and the team plate up; 
a buzzing area where clean Scandic lines 
meet homely, Italian artefacts. There is a more 
intimate, lower-lit dining room adjacent. We 
haggle over starters, mains, and desserts. 

It’s a good sign 
when you would 
be happy to eat 
anything including 
the vegetarian and 
vegan options.

For starters, 
Commons Signature 
Caesar with creel-
caught langoustines, 
chicken skin wafer, 
lettuce emulsion, 
anchovies and 
Wagyu beef from 
John Gilmour 
Butchers, fried 
garlic, ponzu green 
onion purée, and 
parsnip crisps are The Bar
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shared. Shellfish are sweet and 
tender, Cos charred, emulsion 
generous, wafers salty and 
anchovies dusted with tempura 
for a clever crunchy surprise. 
Beef is presented in sumptuous 
slices and coats the mouth with 
lingering flavour.

The cuisine is accomplished 
with a good balance of flavours 
and textures, ingredients are 
seasonal, while service exudes 
the confidence that comes from 
tasting and training. 

Dry-aged Scottish Beef and Slow Roast 
Organic Chicken are both cooked sous-
vide, (the beef at 55 degrees centigrade) for 
optimum fleshy tenderness. Charcoal mash 
accompanies the meat and is mostly butter 
(no complaints!) while the beef is smoky and 
caramelised at the edges.

Diverted from an early choice of compressed 
pineapple, coconut & lime dessert, Liz is 
tempted by a special that, like the broad 
beans with the steak 
main, captures 
summer. Strawberry 
juice & elderflower 
flavours teamed with 
a cheesecake rather 
than a ‘plain vanilla’ 
cream? Well, who 
wouldn’t? Meanwhile, 
I have a gorgeous 
take on Cranachan, a 
puck of raspberry and 
rose mousse, a jug of 
vanilla-speckled crème 
anglaise and crumbles 
of whisky and honey 
flapjack plus freeze-
dried berry bits. Eat 
these puddings and 
weep.

The Restaurant

The food, like the hotel, brings Scotland bang 
up-to-date to meet the high expectations of a 
cosmopolitan clientele but not at the expense 
of a friendly warm welcome. (S. Wilson)

Commons Club Edinburgh - 
1 India Buildings, Victoria Street EH1 2EX 
Edinburgh – book online.

Opening hours: Bar 12pm-Late. 
Restaurant - Lunch 12pm-4pm, 
Dinner 6pm-9pm.

Signature Caesar SaladCranachan
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Wild absinthe in the garden

Sweetdram Wild Absinthe

Although the image of Scotland is entwined 
with its biggest export, at home a grassroots 
gastronomic revolution has been quietly 
progressing for the last decade or so.
Lighting little fires everywhere, food and 
drink producers have established craft 
businesses based on  our  diverse natural 
larder with a local market in mind. A trend 
heavily influenced by the Nordic Food 
Movement and its Lab founded by Head 
chef of Noma René Redzepi, and whose 
starting point was the biocultural diversity of 
Scandinavia.

Sweetdram is an artisan drinks distillery 
established in 2014 by two master’s 
graduates of Heriot Watt University, Andrew 

MacLeod Smith and Daniel Fisher. They 
wanted to create a modern, drinks brand 
made in Scotland that focused on original 
flavours rather than conventional categories 
and repetitive trends.

They now make a range of such spirits at 
their Sighthill distillery including a whisky 
series, a gin-like spirit Escubac, a spiced 
rum and their latest creation, Wild Absinthe. 
But forget lurid green liquid and fairies, 
this is a thoroughly modern take on the 
notorious Fin de Siècle concoction. A lighter, 
more approachable drink where the green 
influence comes from the sustainable ethos 
and practices of Sweetdram.
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Eucalyptus

Sweetdram ‘s  Wild Absinthe is made using 
botanicals from the distillery’s edible garden 
or foraged nearby. Those botanicals are 
sea wormwood, wild fennel, bay, santolina, 
horseradish leaf, marigold, eucalyptus, 
lemon verbena, purple sage, anise hyssop, 
sweet cicely. The garden is tended by the 
local bike-powered female duo ‘Radicale 
Gardens’. Furthermore, distillery waste 
is composted or recycled, and Dan and 
Andrew use a state-of-the-art recirculating 
chiller to cool their condensers, saving 
around two million litres of water waste each 
year.

Wild Absinthe is a first for Edinburgh and can 
be drunk poured over ice until it ‘louches’ 

(clouds), turning oily and sweet, or mixed in 
classic cocktails, like the Corpse Reviver or 
Sazerac. You will spot it on the best back bars 
in the city by its pretty label designed by local 
illustrator Jack Fletcher. 
(S. Wilson)
 
Tasting Notes:
Colour - Light green/cloudy mint (diluted)
Nose - Raw fennel, lavender
Palate - Liquorice Allsorts, pine oil, cardamom 
buns
Finish - Camphor, menthol

Wild Absinthe launched on September 28th. 
It is available online at www.sweetdram.com



18 Review: Pier Brasserie A cheeky supper 

It’s a lazy Sunday and I 
am sipping a martini at 
Pier Brasserie watching 
the sunset over Newhaven 
Harbour, while Phil 
Collin’s A Groovy Kind of 
Love plays gently in the 
background. I am out for 
dinner with Mr Bite and 
can’t help but feel grateful.
The eighties tunes 
complement the positive, 
friendly vibe of this 
waterfront eatery set between Welch’s 
fishmonger and Loch Fyne Restaurant and 
Bar. The pier is part of a working port and 
lobster creels dot the landscape.

My Gin Martini ticks all the boxes: vintage-
style glass, check; good balance of gin and 
vermouth creating a pleasant kick, check; 
twist of lemon peel imparting a waft of lifting 
essential oil, check.

The venue comprises all the features that 
make up a smart brasserie. It’s spacious 
despite 80 plus covers, glasses and 
wine racks gleam, wooden surfaces are 
polished. An open kitchen sees dishes 
cross the pass to aproned staff who ferry 
them to tables. There is a nautical nod 
courtesy of some ceiling to floor coils of 
rope. 

The menu is a mix of crowd-pleasing 
classics such as grilled steaks and 
shellfish, fish and chips, and steak pie 
alongside contemporary choices. We 
decide on Duck Salad and Tuna Loin for 
starters. The loin is virtually sashimi, albeit 
with peppery, charred edges. Radishes 
and pea shoots scream summer freshness 
and yoghurt dressing completes this 

sophisticated dish served on a slate 
for aesthetic impact. All I can say of 
the Duck Salad is that it is promptly 
demolished across the table.

We both choose hearty, meaty 
dishes for our main course, tempted 
by the promise of good produce 
cooked well. Much of the meat 
comes from the excellent butcher, 
Donald Russell. Mr Bite’s ShortHorn 
Beef Cheeks collapse easily into 
creamy mash and thick gravy. My 

Duck Confit is stuffed into crispy cigar-shaped 
filo pastries. Fennel is braised glossy and 
mash is green from lashings of herby olive oil 
that has been whipped through. A tangerine jus 
is on hand to mop up any stray morsels that 
escape the fork.

Sticky Toffee Pudding is recommended for 
dessert, but I feel we should try something 
more adventurous and opt for the Lemon 
and Lavender Sponge. Alas, presentation is 
lacking and the ‘pud’ is more school dinner 
slab of sponge than the refined dessert I am 
expecting. It is moister than it looks, and a 
lavender spray applied as it is served is a 
nice piece of theatre. However, the promised 
Calvados syrup is MIA. Lemon, lavender, and 
Calvados is a respectable trio for a good pud 
but this one needs an overhaul. 

Despite our ‘dessert disappointment’, we 
enjoyed our meal a lot and I would happily 
recommend Pier Brasserie for any number of 
occasions, from the intimate to the large social. 
(S.Wilson)

Pier Brasserie - 25b Pier Place, Newhaven 
Harbour, Edinburgh, EH6 4LP. info@
pierbrasserie.com - 0131 552 5278

Short Horn Beef Cheeks
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Tuna Loin



20 Ethical eating : Rosevear Tea
Teatime is (environmentally-friendly) me-time

We are all looking for ways to save a little 
money on our regular shopping without 
cutting out too many of our favourite things. 
I love the teas and herbal infusions in 
Rosevear Tea. I also love that if you bring 
your own container to their shops for a 
refill, they reduce the price by 50p. That 
brings the price of my refilled pouch of 
‘Camomile Flowers’ down to £3.90 or a full 
Kilner Jar of ‘Whole Peppermint Leaves’ 
down to £4.50. Their environmental 
discount works on all their 160 teas and 
herbal infusions from their refreshing 
Scottish Breakfast whole-leaf tea to their 
Raspberry Leaves. Drinking real-leaf tea 
is an affordable luxury and not only does it 
taste better than tea bags but there is no 
single-use plastic. 

I have also bought small quantities of tea in my 
own containers in Rosevear Tea. There is a £2 
minimum purchase when you buy by weight 
and you do not qualify for the 50p discount 
but it is a great way to try a new tea without 
committing to buying a whole pouch of tea. 
That said, I have loved all the teas that I have 
bought so far! Next time, I aim to compare their 
many calming teas to see which one I prefer. 
In addition to Camomile, they have Lemon 
Balm, Lime Blossom, Honeybush, Lavender 
and a Night Melody herbal blend. These teas 
soothe me and help me relax. 
 
At this time of year, I also enjoy rich nutty 
teas. ‘Almond tea’, ‘Roasted Chestnut Oolong’ 
or ‘Hazelnut tea’ all make a fabulously 
nutty afternoon brew. For the evening there 
is ‘Orange Pistachio Rooibos’ with whole 
pistachios or the sweet almondy ‘Tarta de 
Santiago Rooibos’. And soon, it will be time for 
Christmas tea again.
 
Now, where did I put my empty tea caddy? 
(S. Wilson) 
 

Rosevear Teas – Visit them at one of the 
shops where there is usually a brew on the 
stove or online at www.roseveartea.co.uk 

100 Bruntsfield Place, Edinburgh EH10 
4ES; 71 Broughton Street, Edinburgh 
EH1 3RJ – 0131 558 2530; 17 Clerk Street, 
Edinburgh EH8 9JH – 0131 667 8466.  

Open 7 days a week in Bruntsfield and 
Broughton and Mon-Sat in Clerk St.

‘Refill-Rose Tea’



21Review : The Watchman A family affair 

Tucked away in East Lothian, Gullane village 
boasts a stunning coastline, four of Scotland’s 
best golf courses and, in recent years, some 
of the finest restaurants in the county. An ideal 
location for relative newbie The Watchman, 
which opened in September 2021 when the 
former Mallard Hotel was bought by three 
local families, the Watsons, Marnocks and 
Chapmans. The efforts to revamp the place 
have certainly paid off, with both inside and 
outside now completed to a high finish.

Situated on a quiet street facing the children’s 
golf course, The Watchman comprises a bright 
and cosy restaurant/bar, 19 hotel rooms, a 
plush drawing room and an extensive terrace 
at the front, as well as a function room and 
beautiful garden at the back.

However, as delightful as the surroundings 
are, it was the food that had brought me here 
and an intriguing summer menu devised by 
head chef Kristian. While not extensive, the 
menu offers something for everyone, whether 
you’re looking for classics like a burger, fish & 
chips or steak, or, in my case, fresh Scottish 
seafood.

To start I opt for the bright and seasonal 
Heirloom Tomatoes with burrata, basil and 
focaccia croutons – perfectly complemented by 
the sunshine streaming through the windows 
(and a glass of picpoul de pinet). My West 
Coast Cod for main is a meaty, flaky delight, 
heightened by a creamy beurre noisette 
and brown shrimp and punctuated with salty 
capers.
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My ‘plus one’ can’t see 
past the roast beef, which 
can often be disappointing, 
but the attention to detail 
shines through in every 
item on the overflowing 
plate, particularly the 
meat itself, sourced from 
restaurant favourite, local 
butcher John Gilmour. The conclusion: 
“almost as good as my mum’s”, which, in this 
case, is praise indeed.

Dessert is a new addition to the menu and 
heartily recommended by the friendly server, 
a Banana and Tonka Bean Doughnut with a 
hazelnut praline sauce – substantial yet light, 
with a lovely balance of flavours.

With high standards 
throughout and a friendly, 
relaxed atmosphere, this local, 
independent business could 
give Tom Kitchin’s Gullane 
gastropub Bonnie Badger 
a run for its money. We will 
certainly be back for drinks on 
the terrace or a cosy afternoon 
by the fire. (D.Spencer)

The Watchman Hotel & Restaurant: 
East Links Rd, Gullane EH31 2AF, Scotland 
- 01620 842 299

Opening Times: 
The restaurant is open 7 days a week. Food 
served from 1 pm to 9 pm (12 pm to 8 pm on 
a Sunday). Monday to Wednesday: Bar Open: 
11 am – 11 pm Thursday to Sunday: 11am-
midnight

Roast Beef

Banana and Tonka Bean Doughnut



23Nibbles – 

Q & A
with Chef 
Tom Kitchin

What would you order for your last meal?
I would have to say fresh Scottish langoustines 
with aioli and a glass of crisp white wine.

What is your favourite restaurant?
Le Louis XV– Alain Ducasse at d’hôtel de 
Paris in Monaco. As a young chef, I spent time 
working at the three Michelin Star restaurant. 
For a young Scots lad, it was unbelievable. It 
was incredibly hard work, but I felt honoured 
to be working there and I learnt so much that I 
still bring to my restaurants today. The dining 
room is one of the most incredible places and 
the cooking shows respect for each and every 
inch of seasonal ingredients and uses it to 
create truly outstanding dishes.

What is your favourite bar?
Taggy’s Bar & Beer Garden in Liverpool. It’s 
my favourite pre-match haunt and one I love to 
visit whenever I’m able to watch Liverpool play. 
It’s a great spot to get the pre-match vibe. The 
atmosphere is electric. 

Most memorable holiday meal?
I had a weekend trip to Bordeaux to celebrate 
a special birthday with my wife Michaela and 
we went to the wonderful three Michelin Star 
restaurant Michel Guérard. We had a lovely 
time meeting the chef and the setting was just 
stunning. It was very inspirational.

Tom and Michaela Kitchin at KORA
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Who would you most like to go out to 
dinner with and why?
My wife Michaela. Running four restaurants 
and making sure our four young boys get to 
their football games and activities is quite 
something. We don’t often get the chance 
to enjoy a meal together, but we try to make 
time whenever possible. 

Who would you most like to go drinking 
with?
I have some great friends in Liverpool who I 
enjoy spending time with when I visit the city 
for matches. It’s the coming together of the 
Scots and the Scousers and we all share a 
love of the game - the excitement is always 
high pre-match.

What is your most memorable childhood 
meal?
Fresh mackerel. When I was growing up, 
we had lots of holidays on the West Coast 
of Scotland. We would go mackerel fishing, 
and whatever fish we caught we’d cook 
on the barbecue with lemon and thyme, 
straight from the water. To this day I still 
really enjoy freshly cooked mackerel.

What is your ‘go-to’ quick supper?
It depends on what is in season but quick 
family suppers at the weekend tend to 
be Chicken Tacos with Avocado and Pea 
Guacamole which appears in my book Meat 
& Game and has evolved into a Kitchin 
family favourite. We also love quick and 
easy one-pan dishes like a big frittata using 
up all the seasonal vegetables in the fridge.

What is your top food hack?
Try to cook as much as you can with 
seasonal ingredients – the fresher and more 
local the ingredients, the less you have 
to do to make them taste great. Often the 
simpler the better.

If you weren’t a chef, what would you be?
I had great ambitions of being a footballer 
when I was younger but with a name like 
Kitchin, it was kind of meant to be!

Who is your food hero?
Pierre Koffmann has been a real mentor to me 
and still is to this day. He taught me to cook 
from the heart and truly respect the produce 
and really influenced my early cooking career.

What is your favourite Edinburgh 
restaurant or bar?
One of our favourite places in town is the 
French restaurant l’Escargot Bleu run by Fred 
Berkmiller. You get really authentic French 
food and great produce there. We like to enjoy 
the classic escargot and the French pates.
 
What is your comfort food?
It’s hard to beat a good Scottish steak pie on 
a Sunday with the family. We like to cook a big 
steak pie or fish pie on a Sunday and pop it in 
the middle of the table for everyone to tuck into 
and enjoy for Sunday supper.

The latest venue from Chef Tom Kitchin 
and his wife Michaela, KORA by TK has 
opened its doors in Bruntsfield, Edinburgh, 
revealing a stylish, cosy and convivial 
space celebrating local, seasonal produce. 
korabytk.com
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The Golden Spurtle

World Porridge Making Championship
It’s not long now until the 29th 
annual World Porridge Making 
Championships, the Golden 
Spurtle, in the Highland village 
of Carrbridge. On 8th October, 
30 cooks from around the world 
will be competing to make 
the best porridge using only 
three ingredients – oatmeal, 
water and salt. The oatmeal is 
old-fashioned: only pinhead, 
coarse, medium or fine oatmeal 
is allowed and no microwaves. 

To add to the fun, there’s 
a specialty porridge prize. 
This is a separate creative 
round, where oatmeal can be 
combined with any ingredients. 
The competition is judged 
by chef Neil Mugg (ex-Gleneagles), Colin 
Bussey, (Consultant Chef at Turnberry Hotel) 
and Kirsten Gilmour (of The Mountain Cafe 
Cairngorms) and farmer Richard Jones. The 
coveted Golden Spurtle is taken seriously, and 
held in high esteem. 

I’m delighted to be competing, and have 
been practising my stovetop technique. The 
important thing is to stir clockwise to keep the 
devil out. Left-handed porridge making has 
historically been frowned upon - there is as 
much tradition around porridge as another oat-
based Scottish dish, haggis. In the past, many 
homes had a porridge drawer in the kitchen 
table, a dedicated drawer that porridge was 
poured in to set and then sliced up for later 
consumption – perhaps this is where flapjacks 
originated.

There’s something poetic about stirring 
porridge and watching it thicken up, and then 

comes the joy of eating it. It’s sustaining and 
an excellent source of energy if you have a 
busy lifestyle. It may help lower cholesterol. 
And it’s cheap.

My entry is a ‘Fitness Studio Lunch’ for two – a 
regular meal for me and my Personal Training 
assistant, Coco the fitness pug. Yes, porridge 
is health food for dogs too. Coco gets a 
small portion of cooled porridge for her lunch 
(with a dried sprat on top), from my porridge 
pot. Whilst I enjoy my specialty pudding-like 
porridge with cinnamon, hemp seeds and 
cranberries floated on coconut milk. Porridge 
truly is life-enhancing.

You can find all the competition information 
plus many speciality porridge recipes at 
www.goldenspurtle.com 

(T. Griffen)

Porridge is fuel for humans and dogs
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Top female chef is celebrated at

 Edinburgh Spanish Film Festival
María José San Román is a Michelin Star 
Chef based in Alicante, Spain. She has 
become famous for advocating for female 
chefs and for championing the cuisine of 
Alicante through indigenous ingredients such 
as saffron and extra virgin olive oil (EVOO). 
Her Alicante restaurant, Monastrell, is named 
after the black grape which in France is 
called Mourvèdre and makes dark red wine.

San Román’s Grupo Gourmet Alicante is a 
collection of six restaurants and an artisan 
bakery and she is also president of ‘Mujeres 
en Gastronomia’ (Women in Gastronomy).
 
Known as the Queen of Saffron, San 
Román has also become obsessed with 
olive oil. She talks about how important oil 
is in the cultural and culinary heritage of 
Spain and explains that it is a more diverse 
product than generally recognised. There 
are numerous different types of olive oils all 
with different taste profiles. In January she 
commenced an Oleoteca olive oil tasting 
program which was celebrated with a 
12-course meal, each dish featuring different 
olive oils. She told The Olive Oil Source: 
“We have many varieties native to Spain 

that deserve 
attention and 
consideration 
beyond Picual, 
Arbequina and 
Hojiblanca. 
Regional 
varieties like 
Changelot 
Real, Royal and 
Empeltre are 
just some of the 
options open to 
chefs.”

The Olive Oil Source asked her what her 
favourite dish made with olive oil is and she 
replied:
“Spanish producer, Castillo de Canena 
makes a beautiful Picual olive oil that I love 
to use in my olive oil and saffron cake. It is 
hard to believe that the bitter, piquant taste 
of the Picual olive disappears in the mix and 
becomes more delicate, but it adds such depth 
of flavour to the cake.”

The Edinburgh Spanish Film Festival always 
has a gastronomic highlight. Past events have 
included the film Chef’s Diaries where the 
Roca Brothers, who own the famous El Cellar 
de Can Roca, explore Scotland; a wine, sherry 
and Flamenco event and a Q&A session with 
Michelin star chef Diego Gallegos. 
 
This year features a documentary on the life 
of María José San Román, ‘The Essence of 
Sustainability‘ by Vicente Seva and Manuel 
Sánchez, and a selection of Mediterranean 
tapas, featuring exclusive olive oil created 
by María José San Román. Dishes will be 
paired with a selection of specially imported 
wines from the same regions by Spanish wine 
Ambassador Miguel Crunia.

With the world reliant on a small number of 
crops and ‘mono-diets’ and food shortages an 
increasing threat, perhaps it is time that we all 
embrace the true diversity of food. (S. Wilson)
 
María José San Román Thursday 6th 
October at 6 pm French Institute, West 
Parliament Square, Edinburgh EH1 1RF - 

Tickets at: www.
edinburghspanishfilmfestival.com 
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María José San Román with directors Vicente Seva & Manuel Sánchez Martin

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Review : Rum Union 
Grog is what was given to sailors. It is rum 
diluted with water, sometimes sweetened 
with sugar and laced with lime to prevent 
scurvy. James Lind conducted the first 
‘clinical trial’ by giving sailors lime in their 
liquor. 

Naval heritage and rum are established 
bedfellows and South Queensferry is an 
apt place to set sail and learn all about the 
launch of a modern ungrogged rum, Rum 
Union. It is the place where David Balfour 
in Robert Louis Stevenson’s Kidnapped 
travels with Alan Breck and Stevenson 
of course also authored Treasure Island 
featuring rum swilling pirates. 

As we board The Maid of the Forth at 
Hawes Pier for a trip along the Firth, we are 
served some grog, as a refreshing, long 
cocktail. From the first sip it is clear Rum 
Union is a premium spirit with a complex 
and intense flavour profile. A blend which 
marries the flavours of three non-traditional 
rum producing countries, The Philippines, 
Vietnam and Ghana hence ‘Union’.

I am joining a press gang to taste a series 
of rums from the Holyrood Distillery who 
have extended their portfolio from being 
experimental gin and whisky makers. The 
series of specialised cask rums are known 
collectively as Elizabeth Yard named after 
the distillery’s warehouses in Kirkliston, 
which were once used as the storehouses 
for the Royal Navy. 

On our sunset sail Nick Ravenhall, 
Managing Director of Holyrood Distillery, 
explains: “We are working with rum in order 
to push ourselves as whisky makers. Rum 

asks challenging 
questions on 
raw material and 
fermentation, 
questions 
that don’t get 
asked in single 
malt whisky 
production. 
We are greatly 
inspired by the 
rum makers 
and that is why 
Holyrood is on 
this journey, to 
learn more and 
push ourselves 
further.”

The unique taste of the range comes from 
exploring differing maturation techniques 
and wood types. Somewhere in the  process 
magic happens. Holyrood Distillery just won 
a clutch of awards for their rums with at the 
International Wine & Spirit Competition 2022. 
Elizabeth Yard Diamond Distillery 10 YO 
Ungrogged American Oak Octave Rum took 
the category Trophy.

The launch of Rum Union is an extension of 
this work and the team are excited to bring 
their working style, ethos and skills as whisky 
makers to blended rums. Sugar cane juice 
harvested from Vietnam, creates a highly 
aromatic and floral rum post distillation; which 
when blended with the powerful pot still from 
Ghana and a molasses-based rum from the 
Philippines, results in a signature caramelized 
banana note. By bringing together three single 
estate rums create a naturally complex flavor, 
that does not require any additional colorings, 
favors or additives and is non-chilled filtered.
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Elizabeth Yard Range

It was a pleasure to nose the rums as we 
sailed the waters around Inchcolm and the 
seal and cormorant inhabited rocks while 
detecting flavours imparted by maturation 
in different casks. Rum Union also breathes 
premium life into classic cocktails such as an 
Old Fashioned and The Daiquiri. 

Holyrood Distillery aims to challenge traditional 
makers mindsights and bring a modern 
narrative the rum category. (S. Wilson) 

Sold in a 70cl bottle and priced at £39.99 
and is currently available to buy on the 
Holyrood website.
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Whisky Chat from 

Tipsy Midgie
 It’s always a dram good day at Tipsy Midgie, 

and as expected over the summer months 
as Edinburgh returned to some good fringe 
festivities, whisky was again sought out by 
our visitors to the city. As whisky is a driving 
force for Scottish tourism I am always proud 
to talk about the craft and the people behind 
our amazing national drink. It is known 
worldwide and attracts those on a whisky 
pilgrimage to Scotland year after year. 
But trying to recommend ‘drams’ is such a 
personal thing. There are flavour profiles, 
sweet, floral, spicy or smoky, plus an infinite 
carousel of options and delicious whiskies 
to enjoy.
 
Apart from working my socks off during 
the Fringe, there’s never a dull moment 
at Tipsy Midgie (aka Whisky Forager on 
Insta) plus the Fringe brought with it the 
“Whisky Fringe”, back again from the chaps 
at Royal Mile Whisky. An absolute must 
for whisky fans, showcasing established 
and independent bottling companies giving 
those who attended over the three days an 
opportunity to sample and discover new 
gems. I was fortunate to try more than my 
fair share, with the Glenturret 30-year-old, 
the Glengoyne 30-year-old, as well as the 
latest cask strength release from Highland 
Park, being the standouts...although a 
notable mention must go to Raasay for 
bringing along their inaugural release for 
guests to sample too.
 
Then, in late August there was judging 
day for the Scottish Whisky awards, where 
alongside a plethora of esteemed panellists, 
I had the opportunity to blind taste and 
judge whiskies from categories across the 
spectrum of the whisky world. Starting at 
9am, this was a labour of love!

 
Whiskies to look out for this month... 
We eagerly await the latest release from 
Ardbeg for the Traigh Bhan number 4 
“bottled under a full moon” which is this 
year’s instalment of these stunning 19-year-
old bottlings; there’s also the latest Lochlea 
Harvest edition (first crop) to be released. I 
was lucky to have been invited to the Lochlea 
farm distillery a few weeks ago to really get 
a feel for this Ayrshire Distillery.  Their farm-
to-bottle philosophy resonates and this fourth 
release saw me waiting patiently, Glencairn 
glass in hand in September.
 
Choosing a favourite dram at the Tipsy Midgie 
this month is a tough one but the latest 
“Straight from the Cask” from Edradour, with a 
sherry butt cask strength of 56.9% has been 
making a lot of us very happy!
 
Colin Hinds runs Tipsy Midgie bar at 
67 St Leonards Hill - 0131 563 9061

Colin Hinds



31Review : Karma at Lake of Menteith 
Instant karma in The Trossachs

Britpop guitarist and artisan cheesemaker Alex 
James said: “My 20th birthday party was all 
about booze, my 30th birthday was about drugs, 
and now I realise that my 40s are about food. 
It’s something you appreciate more and more as 
you get older.”

Perhaps this is why music industry maverick and 
band manager, John Spence, runs the global 
Karma Group of hotels in his middle age and 
his General Manager in Scotland, Chris Diplock 
was tempted out of retirement to run the Lake 
of Menteith Hotel in the Trossachs. The hotel 
is the latest addition to join a salubrious list of 
46 resorts on every continent; characterised by 
stunning locations.

In Scotland, beautiful places abound so you 
often forget what is on your doorstep. A mere 
hour from the airports and central belt and you 
can be in this luxurious hotel set on the tranquil 
shores of Scotland’s only man-made lake. A lake 
well stocked with rainbow and brown trout.

The hotel is an eighteen-bedroom property that 
includes a traditional bar with an open fireplace, 
a glass-fronted restaurant where you can watch 
the birds and fishermen, a lakeside terrace and 
a Malt Vault for whisky aficionados.

We are delighted with our room overlooking 
the lake which has a spacious bathroom and 
old-fashioned slipper bath. I take a pre-prandial 
soak and relax in the stillness. I could crack the 
bathroom window open and perhaps hear the 
gentle splosh of an oar through the water or 
the tweet of a bird, but that is it. No traffic.

Dinner is served in the restaurant and starters 
signal we are onto a good thing. I have a 
thick slice of juicy Pancetta with caramelised 
scallops, a black pudding crumb and 
asparagus hollandaise. The mix of salty pig 
and shellfish with the tangy sauce is divine. 
Mr Bite has Smoked Flaked Stirlingshire Ham 
Hock which is so insanely good I want to return 
to get more than a stolen mouthful. I suspect 
that food critic, Jay Rayner, would love what 
chef Mike Potts can do with pig.

For the main course, Mr Bite has Charred Pork 
Chops with a Belhaven-infused blue cheese 
rarebit. I have the special of Whole Baked Lake 
Trout. I am so used to eating this fish smoked 
or in the form of pâté that I have forgotten what 
a treat the real deal is. Pale pink, flakes of flesh 
with all the freshness of the cold lake. You can’t 
get better or more local.

Karma at Lake of Mentieth
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Chef Mike Potts has cooked around the 
world and achieved two AA rosettes for his 
cuisine. He has said:

“I’m so pleased to be here in this truly 
beautiful location at Karma Lake of 
Menteith, I’ve been very fortunate to have 
worked as a chef, which is my passion, in 
some outstanding locations, not least Bali 
and the Isles of Scilly. Here is no exception - 
the Lake and its views out to the mountains 
are mesmerising. I’m obviously delighted to 
see that we have fresh locally caught trout, 
right out of the Lake, on the menu - you 
can’t get fresher than that!”

Local produce is high on the agenda at 
Karma and Mike is a keen forager too.

Breakfasts are well up to par. My Smoked 
Salmon is thick and succulent and of good 
quality, while eggs are local, organic and 
scrambled. Mr Bite has Smoked Haddock 
and a poached egg.

I have a chat with Chris about his plans. It 
goes without saying that these are tricky 
times for everyone in hospitality so what has 
been achieved at Lake of Menteith is to be 
applauded. The local staff are cheerful and 
helpful but no one is resting on their laurels. 
Plans are afoot to gently but continually 
improve.

Karma is a great place to retreat and relax, 
enjoy good food and wine and a destination 
for lunch or dinner. I am sure it will join the 
roster of Scotland’s outstanding country 
hotels. 
(S. Wilson)

Karma Lake of Menteith - 
Port of Menteith, Stirling FK8 3RA, 
United Kingdom - +44 (0) 1877 385258 - 
reception@karmalakeofmenteith.com, 
gm@karmalakeofmenteith.com

Baked Whole Lake Trout

West Coast Scallops, Pancetta Strip, 
Black Pudding Crumb
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Fred’s Garden 
The gardening work to supply my restaurant 
with fresh, local food continues. Self-sufficiency 
is a challenging but achievable task, albeit with 
the input being mammoth in terms of labour 
and investment. 

However, the need to grow our own food is 
what I would call a state of emergency. All of 
us, parents, chefs, and food handlers, need 
to educate ourselves as to why growing our 
own is essential in order to be healthy and to 
function optimally. 

As a gourmet and a chef, it became apparent 
that only poor food was readily available, not 
only to feed my family but also my customers. 
But a family of four can eat well  with only a few 
square metres of garden. A balcony or even 
a window space can be rewarding. I often call 
myself an idiot; if I can grow, anyone can.

At Monkton Garden two thirds of 1000 square 
metres are now in use. The growing beds are 
mostly full. This winter I will add more and next 
spring I will benefit from the several tonnes of 
compost, I started this year. I have managed 
to grow a fair number of vegetables which will 
help me manage restaurant costs and keep the 
kitchen supplied through winter. 

However, I have to confess the carrots 
were non-existent and we have seen lots of 
casualties in the salad bed due to yellow worm. 
Water has been the main issue but thanks to 
employing the no-dig method the ground is 
holding moisture well and plants are adapting. 
I have successfully harvested crops of Ratte 
potatoes, Charlotte and even Shetland black, 
purslane has been plentiful and salad leaves 
good. Out of some 180 different brassicas, only 
half have made it. 

Increased food costs are keeping me motivated 
to keep growing more and the quality is 

Harvesting potatoes

exceptional. We have received fabulous feedback 
from customers at l’escargot bleu where we cook 
and serve all these tasty bits of happiness.  

Anyone can access advice online, I follow Charles 
Dowding and his no-dig method makes sense. 

Remember,  tasty food makes happy people! 
Enjoy gardening and enjoy cooking.
À bientôt, Fred   

Sign up to l’escargot bleu newsletter at 
www.lescargotbleu.co.uk .   
Fred Berkmiller, Chef-owner L’escargot bleu 
Restaurant and wine bar Edinburgh 



34 Off the Trolley : Winter Warmers

Autumn is the season for baking. As the nights 
draw in, the oven dispenses spicy smells of 
gingerbread, pumpkin muffins, sticky toffee 
anything. Like a bear preparing to hibernate, 
I load up on comfort foods, enjoying the heat 
from the oven almost as much as the final 
product.

This year is different. As much as I yearn for 
baking, the unbelievable energy prices make 
turning on my oven less appealing. Last week I 
made banana bread and watched as my smart 
meter hit £2 before 10am. So I’ve been thinking 
about how to indulge my autumn cravings in a 
more affordable way. 

The first solution is to look for things that bake 
faster. Dense breads that take several hours 
might just be out this year. However, try baking 
in several smaller tins rather than one large: 3 
loaf tins will cook through faster than one large 
bundt cake. 

Be smart about when you preheat your oven. 
For most recipes, waiting a few minutes for the 
oven to get hot won’t cause any problems, and 
it’s better than keeping the oven blasting while 
you whip your egg whites. 

Batch baking is a good idea but, depending 
on how much you put in your oven, can mean 
longer cooking times. A lot of energy goes into 
heating up an oven, though, so even cooking 
consecutively (cookies out, cake goes in) 
will save you money. Minimise the number of 
times you open the door to check, as this lets 
heat out. Some experts say you can turn an 
oven off 10 minutes before your food is due 
to be done as with the door shut the oven will 
maintain its temperature.

There are also recipes that involve no baking 
at all. One of my favourites is no-bake oatmeal 
cookies. Bring 100g sugar, 70mL milk, 60g 
butter, and ½ tsp vanilla to a rolling boil. 
Remove from the heat and add 240g oats, 40g 
desiccated coconut, and 2.5 tbsp cocoa. Mix 
well and drop by the spoonful onto greaseproof 
paper to set. For more ideas, search online 
for no-bake tray bakes or desserts. You can 
also try recipes that use the microwave, like 
microwave fudge or mug cakes. While there’s 
still an energy cost, it’s generally a lower 
cooking time than turning on the oven.

While you may need to rely on an extra jumper 
instead of the oven for warmth, these tips 
should get you winter-ready without going into 
the red. (R. Edwards)
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Well, quelle surprise! Just when we are 
getting back onto an even keel, we get hit 
by yet another shitstorm! This time it’s the 
horrendous rise in the cost of living; from 
energy to food prices. We’ve all had to make 
changes over the past two years but now 
once again, have to adapt our lifestyles, 
cutting costs where we can. I’ve been using 
the cheaper supermarkets for several years 
now and I’m happy with the products and 
produce they offer. There is no shame in 
going yellow sticker hunting, some of my best 
bargains have been from M&S. I picked up an 
organic, free-range turkey between Christmas 
and New Year for just £6.50, originally it 
was an eyewatering £65! I’ve bought 500ml 
double cream for 80p and made butter and 
used the buttermilk in baking.

Things to consider when cooking to reduce 
your energy – use the microwave (47p per 
hour compared to the oven at 52p per hour); 
for 10p/hour get out the slow cooker. If you 
do use the oven, batch cook, portion up, then 
freeze. Follow people like Jack Monroe and 
Miguel Barclay who have plenty of foodie tips 
and recipes. If you are struggling, don’t be 
shy about contacting Citizen’s Advice or any 
other organisation that can help. It’s going to 
be a tough winter, but we can get through it!

Lea writes Off the Eaten Track at 
http://OfftheEatenTrack.wordpress.com, 
@BakersBunny on Twitter and Instagram
 

What’s in Season: Another tough winter 

Energy Balls

No Bake Savoury Energy Balls
  4 drstspns*oats
  6 dsrtspns chickpeas, washed and drained 
     (if you can be arsed, remove papery skins)
  2 heaped dsrtspns peanut butter
  1 scant tspn marmite or miso paste
  50g grated hard cheese (I used cheddar)
  Spices or herbs to taste (cumin works well)
  *dessert spoons

Method
  • Blitz oats in a food processor to a rough flour.
  • Throw in other ingredients and whiz till it   
     forms a clump.
  • With damp hands, roll into balls.
  • Plop into an airtight container and pop into
     the fridge for up to a week.

What Else is in My BasketWhat Else is in My Basket
Whatever is cheap, free, or given. Apples, crab apples, damsons, elderberries, 
rosehips, rowan berries, sloes, chanterelles, chestnuts, horseradish, field mushrooms, 
anything with a yellow sticker or supermarkets own just essential ranges.



Restaurants
Brasseries & Bistros 

Dine – Above the Traverse Theatre, this is 
a relaxed brasserie-style dining and drinking 
venue that nonetheless boasts distinguished 
awards from both Michelin and Visit Scotland. 
The venue also features a smart cocktail 
and champagne lounge with classic and 
innovative drinks served with style. Executive 
Chef Stuart Muir, formerly of Harvey Nichols, 
presents dining at its very best and is a 
passionate advocate of Scottish produce. 
There are à la carte and market menus every 
day. Saltire Court (1st floor), 10 Cambridge 
Street, Edinburgh EH1 2ED – 0131 218 
1818 – dineedinburgh.co.uk 

Dine Murrayfield – Neighbourhood sibling of 
Dine in the city centre this restaurant nestles 
by the Water of Leith within the vicinity of 
Murrayfield Stadium and is open every day 
for breakfast, brunch, lunch and dinner. 
Menus are designed by Executive Chef and 
Award-Winning Chef Stuart Muir and put 
Scottish produce firmly centre stage. Winner 
of ‘Best Neighbourhood Restaurant 2021’, 
the venue is smart, light and airy with a leafy 
outlook. For a reservation call 0131 374 
4800 – or go to murrayfield.scot 

Whiskers Wine Bar & Bistro – Head chef 
Johnathan Cook trained under the Roux 
brand and it shows. The food is powerful 
on flavour and the cooking of superb 
Scottish produce is precise. Steak nights 
on Wednesday offer two rump steaks, chips 
and a bottle of wine for a total of £54 – a 
steal! Set lunch is two courses for £17.95, 
three for £20.95. Sunday Roast features 
ethical Hardiesmill Scotch Beef – the cattle 
eat species-rich grass, and there are no 
additives, pesticides, hormones or any 
nasties. One of the top 5 beef brands in the 
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world. This bistro is also and very much a wine 
bar featuring over 100 wines to sample and 
over 20 by the glass or carafe. Wine is sourced 
from a variety of suppliers. Charcuterie from 
East Coast Cured and Cheese from Mellis’ are 
the perfect complement. 48 Raeburn Place, 
Stockbridge – 0131 343 3681 – enquiries at 
whiskerswinecafe.co.uk – Open Wednesday 
5pm-12am; Thursday-Friday 12pm-12am; 
Saturday opening 12pm-12am and Sunday 
12-8pm

French

 L’escargot bleu – Provenance, sourcing and 
sustainability define the cooking style at ‘bleu’. 
Sourcing from small-scale traditional producers 
and suppliers from the length and breadth of 
Scotland, chef patron Fred Berkmiller also 
grows vegetables and herbs for his kitchen at 
Monkton Garden on the outskirts of Edinburgh. 
With wife Betty, they offer a warm and friendly 
welcome and a daily-changing, bistro-style 
menu. Fred is Catering Scotland’s ‘Chef of the 
Year’ 2019 and ‘bleu’ was awarded Slow Food’s 
Scottish Restaurant of the Year award in 2020. 
56 Broughton Street – 0131 557 1600 – 
www.lescargotbleu.co.uk 

La Garrigue – Regional French cuisine and 
terroir wines from the Languedoc/Roussillon 
with spectacular views over Calton Hill. This 
warm, relaxed bistro brings all the warmth of 
Provence to you on a plate. Multiple awards 
include Gordon Ramsay’s Best French 
Restaurant 2010 and a Michelin AA Rosette. 
Expect the best Scottish produce presented 
in classic French dishes such as Soupe 
de Poissons, Canard, Les Coquilles Saint 
Jacques, Clafoutis, Lavender 37 Listings 
Crème Brûlée. To book call – 0131 557 3032 
– 31 Jeffrey Street, Edinburgh – 
email reservations@lagarrigue.co.uk or 
visit www.lagarrigue.co.uk for more info.
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Japanese Harajuku Kitchen – Edinburgh’s 
most authentic Japanese restaurant. Awarded 
one AA Rosette for its outstanding cuisine 
and sushi which is always prepared with care, 
understanding and skill, using good quality 
ingredients. This light, bright and relaxed 
bistro specializes in small dishes, ideal for 
sharing, from classics such as Beef Tataki 
and Chicken Karaage to more unusual delicacies 
such as Salmon Nanban, Gomadare Salad and 
Takoyaki. They also offer a range of noodle 
and Japanese curry dishes and a wide variety 
of freshly made sushi, sashimi and maki – 
guaranteed to have you coming for more. 
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday noon-
3pm, 5pm-10pm; closed Tuesday. Saturday 
& Sunday noon-11pm. Catering and private 
functions available 24/7. 10 Gillespie Place, 
Edinburgh – 0131 281 0526 – 
@Harajukukitchen – harajukukitchen. co.uk 

Scottish

Nobles Café Bar & Restaurant – A sumptuous 
eatery and loveable neighbourhood pub, full of 
old-world maritime charm and modern twists. 
Delectable seasonal menus and refined pub 
classics are prepared using the best of local 
ingredients. Crisp craft beers considered wines 
and thoughtfully crafted cocktails all served until 
late. Also boasting a famous weekend brunch, 
Nobles is a home away from home for discerning 
foodies and drinks aficionados alike. 
44a Constitution Street, Leith EH6 6RS – 
0131 629 7215 – noblesbarleith.co.uk 

Bars 

The Abbotsford – The city’s finest ‘island bar’. 
Est. 1902 specialising in Scottish real ales (6) 
and malt whiskies (100). Food served all day. 
Outside tables. Lunch & dinner in the restaurant 
‘Above’. 3-5 Rose Street, Edinburgh EH2 2PR 
– 0131 225 5276 – www.theabbotsford.com 
enquiries@theabbotsford.com 

La P’tite Folie – Informal, bustling bistro with 
mixed clientele. Favourites include moules 
frites, steak frites, beef bourguignon, duck etc. 
Extensive wine list. Two course lunch £16.50 
noon-3pm. Dinner à la carte 6pm-10pm. 
Closed Sundays & Mondays. Large groups 
catered for, set dinner available. 9 Randolph 
Place – 0131 225 8678 – laptitefolie.co.uk 
Indian

Kahani – Indian Street Food and Restaurant. 
Five minutes from St James Quarter and The 
Playhouse Theatre. BYOB with No Corkage. 
Delicious range of curries, authentic dishes 
and street food catering to all tastes and 
dietary requirements, vegetarian, vegan and 
gluten-free options. Enjoy dishes such as Goan 
Monkfish Curry, Punjabi Roast Lamb, Old 
School Pakora and much more. Suitable for 
every occasion from supper for two through to 
large parties. Outdoor lounge, private room, 75 
seats. Reservations recommended. Opening 
hours: Sun-Thurs 12 noon – 10 pm, Fri & 
Sat 12 noon – 11 pm. Call 0131 558 1947 or 
online www.kahanirestaurant.co.uk
10/11 Antigua St, Edinburgh EH1 3NH

Italian

Osteria Dei Sapori – Gabriele D’agostino 
and Cristiano Guarnacci invite you to 
come together and enjoy traditional cucina 
Italiana. The concept is simple. Flavoursome 
authentic Italian food which can be enjoyed 
by all the family. Finest quality ingredients 
such as Paccheri pasta, extra virgin olive 
oil, are imported directly from Italy while fish 
and seafood are locally sourced. Produce 
combines with cuisine and culture to give 
you a real taste of Italy. Extremely affordable 
and well worth a visit. 4 Bridge Road, 
Colinton, Edinburgh EH13 0LF – 0131 629 
2962 – osteriadeisapori20@gmail.com – 
osteriadeisapori.co.uk 



The Cumberland Bar – Spacious New 
Town local, lots of rooms and large beer 
garden. Six 38 Listings real ales on tap. 
Plus a good wine list. Food all day. Sunday 
roasts (‘til 6pm). 1 Cumberland Street, EH3 
6RT – 0131 558 3134 – www.cumberlandbar.
co.uk – enquiries@cumberlandbar.co.uk 
Teuchters Bar & Bunker – Tucked away on 
cobbled William Street this is a hidden gem 
popular with the locals. It is also one of the 
most well-known rugby venues in the city 
with all international & Scottish Pro team 
games shown live on TV. The pub is centred 
around its extensive malt whisky selection 
with around 140 on display. There are also 
around a dozen international & blended 
whiskies on offer as well as the famous ‘hoop 
of destiny’ for those who cannot decide or 
just want a bit of fun. Teuchters also has an 
impressive draught beer selection which is 
predominantly Scottish too. There are 5 cask 
ales of which 2 are rotating guests whilst the 
keg selection of 18 includes 4 rotational taps. 
Bottled beers, a cracking wine list, gin, rum & 
soft drinks make up an eclectic mix of options 
for one & all. Bar; Sun-Wed 12pm-12am, Fri 
& Sat 12 noon-1am: Food; Sun-Thu 12pm-
9pm, Fri & Sat 12pm-9.30pm. 26 William 
Street EH3 7NH – 0131 225 2973 – 
www.teuchtersbar.co.uk

Teuchters Landing – bar, bothy & beer 
garden – Much-loved Scottish bar with 
an emphasis on Scottish food & drink. A 
traditional style freehouse in the shore area 
of Leith. The main bar is the former waiting 
room for the Leith to Aberdeen steamboat 
ferry which then opens out onto an extensive 
beer garden & floating pontoon with an 
outside bar too. This then leads to ‘the bothy’, 
another indoor area to escape those odd 
summer showers. There is an extensive 
malt whisky selection, around 140, as well 
as around a dozen international & blended 
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whiskies. The famous ‘hoop of destiny’ is 
popular with everyone & was featured on 
the BBC documentary” Scotch”! The Story of 
Whisky”. There is also a great range of Scottish 
cask keg & bottled beers as well as a great 
wine list, gin, rum & soft drinks. Something for 
all tastes. The eclectic food menu focuses on 
Scottish produce & is served 7 days a week, 
9.15am-9.30pm. Bar open 7 days a week, 
11am-1am. 1a-1c Dock Place, Leith EH6 6LU 
– 0131 554 7427 – www.teuchtersbar.co.uk 

The Guildford Arms – Edinburgh’s finest real 
ale bar. Est. 1898 (10) real ale taps mainly 
Scottish, 13 keg beers/ciders, good wine 
and whisky lists. Food served all day in the 
Victorian bar or boutique ‘Gallery’ restaurant 
above. 1-5 West Register Street – 
0131 556 4312 – www.guildfordarms.com – 
enquiries@guildfordarms.com

Cafés
The Food Chain Café at Dynamic Earth 
– Café within the Visit Scotland 5-star 
visitor attraction Dynamic Earth. The café 
is family oriented, serving bowls of chilli, 
baked potatoes, soups, sandwiches, cakes, 
traybakes, and Luca’s ice cream. Eating is 
tempting and easy-on-the. pocket. Kids can 
make up their own lunches with items housed 
in fun rocket helmets. There are even lemon 
and apple flavoured edible straws and a 
sustainable ethos is evident. Outdoor seating 
is perfect for fuelling or reviving yourself from 
a jaunt up Arthur’s Seat. Holyrood Road, 
Edinburgh EH8 8AS – 0131 550 7800 – www.
dynamicearth.co.uk/visit/ food-chain-cafe 

Union of Genius Soup Café – You Need 
Soup! We have 6 different soups daily, plus a 
range of salads and vegan chilli. We always 
have a wide choice of meat, veggie, vegan 
and free from options. We have Artisan Roast 
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Tea
Rosevear Teas – The Rosevear tea brand 
was created by Isabelle and Adam Rosevear 
in 2014. They have 3 shops in Edinburgh and 
stock more than 160 teas including directly-
sourced teas, more than 30 different herbal 
infusions and many exclusive blends. They 
have a large choice of beautiful teapots, cups 
and all things tea that make great gifts for 
others or for yourself. Visit them at one of the 
shops where there is usually a brew on the 
stove or online at www.roseveartea.co.uk 
100 Bruntsfield Place, Edinburgh EH10 4ES 
; 71 Broughton Street, Edinburgh EH1 3RJ 
– 0131 558 2530; 17 Clerk Street, Edinburgh 
EH8 9JH – 0131 667 8466.  Open 7 days a 
week in Bruntsfield and Broughton and 
Mon- Sat in Clerk St.

Wine Bars 
Le Di-Vin – Edinburgh’s most sophisticated 
wine bar beside French restaurant La P’tite Folie 
restaurant on Randolph Place. Charcuterie, 
Cheese and Fish platters and light plates. 
Wines by the glass from around the world. Open 
Monday-Saturday noon ‘til late. Closed Sundays. 
9 Randolph Place, EH3 7TE – 0131 538 1815 – 
www.ledivin.co.uk

L’escargot bleu wine bar – beneath l’escargot 
bleu restaurant on Broughton Street, you’ll 
discover a warm and welcoming bar where you 
can enjoy an aperitif before dining, a digestif 
after dining upstairs, or just pop in for a drink and 
a nibble. Serving cheese, charcuterie, olives, 
bread and other carefully sourced produce that 
are perfect to enjoy with a glass of wine. There 
are also two secluded little rooms with their 
own music systems where you can relax with 
some wine and nibbles. Open during restaurant 
opening times. Dogs are welcome. 
56 Broughton Street, Edinburgh EH1 3SA – 
0131 557 1600 – www.lescargotbleu.co.uk 

coffee. Rosevear Teas, and hot chocolates from 
The Chocolate Tree and gluten-free cakes. 
We run a suspended soup and coffee service 
and we also donate soup to the Care Van 
which serves Edinburgh’s rough sleepers every 
night of the year. Open 9am-4pm Monday-
Friday, noon-4pm Saturday. 8 Forrest Road, 
Edinburgh EH1 2QN – 0131 226 4436 – 
www.unionofgenius.com come find our van 
too under Street Food.

Street Food
Harajuku Street food Van – Located in the 
new St James Quarter at Little King Street, the 
nearest entrance from York Place. Try noodles, 
poke bowls and sushi burritos. 

Union of Genius Soup Van – Find Dumbo our 
Citroen H on the northwest corner of George 
Square, next to the middle meadow walk. 
Dumbo carries 4 different Union of Genius 
soups each day, our legendary vegan chilli, and 
the awesomely addictive golden chicken chilli. 
Come and say “Hi!” to our fab soupmongers. 
Dumbo trades 11.30am-2.30pm Monday-Friday 
– www.unionofgenius.

Food Shopping 
Chocolatier/Pâtissière Sebastian Kobelt – 
Award-winning and renowned artisan 
chocolatier. Sebastian’s inspirations include 
local Scottish ingredients, worldwide exotic 
flavours, the changing seasons and his German 
grandfather. Sebastian has worked at Michelin 
restaurants and boasts the coveted title of 
German Chocolate Master. He now runs a 
bespoke small business offering a variety of 
gifts and treats for every occasion or everyday 
life. Browse for selection boxes, truffles, 
bars, cakes, nuts and confections and order 
online at www.sebastiankobelt.com 




